
The Legend of the Deepest Language

At the beginning of [NOUN] ______________ , humans started creating the magnificent Tower of
[NOUN]_______________. Not the Tower of [NOUN] ________, that’s from another book. In this
magnificent building the people all decided they would [VERB - PRESENT TENSE] ________________ one true
language. (And, my friends, it was not English!)

But the gods [VERB - PRESENT TENSE] ____________________ the people and all the work they were doing to
create this tower and said “No more!”

So the gods split them up and sent the people of [NOUN - SAME AS SECOND NOUN] ______________________ all
around the world. Ever since then, people speak different [NOUN] ___________ around the globe
and can’t understand each other at all. Except for one [ADJECTIVE] _________________ group of
people…

These people followed a [ADJECTIVE] ________________ serpent-like creature named [NAME] ______________

to find a new home, and she led them to one of many seas. These people were then [VERB - PAST

TENSE] _________________ into what she called Babelinos!

These humans can [VERB - PRESENT TENSE] ____________________ underwater and speak the ancient
[NOUN] ___________ of Babelle. But this isn’t The Little Mermaid, my friends. It was pretty great
there, but some of these [ADJECTIVE] ________________ people decided that they missed living on land.
So they went back… [NEGATIVE GROUP ADJECTIVE] __________________.

Once they left the water, they lost all memory of the [NOUN] and became humans once again.
And so time moved on… and on…

….and on until this very moment, when we meet our [NOUN] ___________. But before we go to
the [ADJECTIVE ENDING IN -EST] _________________ parts of the ocean for our adventure, we must first
traverse the skies. Our hero is a [JOB TITLE] ________________… but not just any [JOB TITLE - SAME]

_______________!

She defeated a sumo wrestler in Japan… in a [VERB ENDING IN -ING] _________________ contest. She
can eat a ghost pepper from [NAME OF A PLACE] ________________ without flinching. She can open any
[NOUN] _______________ of Indonesian chili jam with only her [BODY PART] ___________________. Her mother
tongue is a language from a country in which she's never actually been. She is Mariela Pérez
Treviño, [JOB TITLE] ______________ extraordinaire and our hero in… Adventure in Atacama!

A [JOB TITLE - SAME AS ABOVE] _________________, a [JOB TITLE] __________________, and a [JOB TITLE] _________________

now have the mission to find Verónica, a [VERB ENDING IN -ING] ___________________ marine biologist (and
Mariela's mom!), in order to save the world from the “proverbial” apocalypse.


